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The objects under investigation are the stochastic integrals with respect to free Lévy
processes. We define such integrals for square-integrable integrands, as well as for a
certain general class of bounded integrands. Using the product form of the Itô
formula, we prove the full functional Itô formula in this context. © 2002 Elsevier Science
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1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of this paper is stochastic integration in the context of free
probability. Noncommutative stochastic processes with freely independent
increments, especially the free Brownian motion, have been investigated in
a number of sources; see [1, 4] and their references. In [1], we started the
analysis of such processes, which we also call free stochastic measures,
using the combinatorial machinery inspired by the work of Rota and
Wallstrom [8]. Starting with a free stochastic process X(t), in that paper
we defined a family of multi-dimensional free stochastic measures derived
from it, indexed by set partitions. In particular, we defined the family of
higher diagonal stochastic measures Dk(t), which give a precise meaning to
the heuristic expression dDk=(dX)k.
In this paper we define integrals with respect to free stochastic measures
and investigate their properties. We restrict the analysis to the free stochastic
measures consisting of bounded operators. Note that this has no analog in
the classical stochastic integration theory: there are no (non-trivial) com-
pactly supported infinitely divisible distributions, while the class of com-
pactly supported freely infinitely divisible distributions is dense and includes
the free analogs of the normal and the Poisson distribution. After completing
this paper, we learned from Steen Thornbjørnsen about a recent preprint
[3]. In it, using a remarkable bijection between the free and the classical
infinitely divisible distributions, the authors define stochastic integrals with
respect to any stationary stochastic process with free increments, with the
Riemann sums defining the integrals converging in probability. On the
other hand, since we are dealing with bounded operators, we can achieve
convergence in the operator norm, both for the integrals and the limits
defining the higher diagonal measures. This requires a definition of a
family of ‘‘mixed-p’’ norms on the integrands, with the integrands which
are bounded in the .-norm giving stochastic integrals which are bounded
in the operator norm. Boundedness of the integrators also allows us to
define the integrals for a significantly wider (not necessarily scalar, not
necessarily continuous) class of integrands.
Most importantly, we prove the functional Itô formula for such integrals,
which involves the integration with respect to the original free stochastic
measure as well as its higher diagonal measures. The importance of the free
Itô formulas is indicated by the recent applications of the Itô formula for
the free Brownian motion to fine properties of random Gaussian matrices
in [5, 6].
The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries in Section 2,
we define integration with respect to free stochastic measures in Section 3.
Using the Itô isometry, the integration is defined for integrands which are
square-integrable in the appropriate sense. Section 4 contains the various
Itô formulas, which are the main results of the paper. In Section 5 we
define the ‘‘mixed-p’’-norms on the integrands and extend the definition of
the integral and the Itô formulas to this context.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we collect the definitions and results from [1, 4]. For
consistency, whenever possible we follow the notation of those papers.
Probability Space. All the work will proceed in a Wg-noncommutative
probability space (A, j). Here, A is a finite von Neumann algebra, and j
is a faithful normal trace state on it. As usual, we define the p-norms on A
by ||S||p=j[|S|p]1/p, ||S||.=||S||, and Lp(A, j) are the completions of A
with respect to these norms. We say that a self-adjoint element Y ¥A has
distribution n (with respect to the trace j) if j[Yn]=mn(n)=>R sn dn(s) for
n ¥N. Note that for bounded Y its distribution has compact support.
Let A be filtered by an increasing family of von Neumann subalgebras
{At}t ¥ [0,.).
R-Transforms. Our main references for the background in free probabil-
ity are [9, 12]; see also the references in [1]. Let n be a compactly supported
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probability distribution on R. Let Gn(z)=>R dn(s)z−s be its Cauchy transform.
It has a power series expansion around infinity
Gn(z)=C
.
k=0
mk(n) z−(k+1), (1)
where mk(n) will always denote the kth moment of n. Define the formal
power series Rn(z), the R-transform of n, by the equation
Gn 11z+Rn(z)2=z. (2)
Then Rn can be extended to a function which is analytic in a Stolz angle C
at 0 in C+ and maps C into C+, and also satisfies Rn(z¯)=Rn(z).
Call the coefficients {ri(n)}
.
i=1 in the expansion
Rn(z)=C
.
k=1
rk(n) zk−1 (3)
the free cumulants of n. Substituting Eqs. (1) and (3) into the functional
relation (2) and equating the coefficients, we obtain the following relation
between the moments and the free cumulants. Let NC(n) be the lattice of
noncrossing partitions of the set of n elements. Let p ¥NC(n) and denote
Rp(n)=<B ¥ p r|B|(n). Then
mn(n)= C
p ¥NC(n)
Rp(n). (4)
Finally, denote ||n|| :=sup{|x|: x ¥ supp(n)}. Note that ||n||=||Y|| if Y has
distribution n.
Let m be a freely infinitely divisible distribution with compact support.
It has the property that Rm can be extended, with the above properties,
to the whole C+. Normalize m so that Var(m)=1. Let {mt}t ¥ [0,.) be the
corresponding additive free convolution semigroup. It is determined by
the requirement that Rmt (z)=tRm(z). In particular, the ith free cumulant
of mt is tri(m). Note that by assumption r2=1. In the sequel, we fix m and
{mt}t ¥ [0,.) and denote the moments of mt by mn(t), the free cumulants of m
by rn, and the R-transform of m by R.
Definition 1. A noncommutative stochastic measure is a map from the
set of finite half-open intervals I=[a, b) … [0,.) to the self-adjoint part of
(A, j) (which can be extended to the map on all Borel subsets), IW
X(I). The terms ‘‘stochastic measure’’ and ‘‘stochastic process’’ will be used
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interchangeably. We put the following 3 requirements on the stochastic
measure:
(1) Additivity. I1 5 I2=”, I1 2 I2=JSX(I1)+X(I2)=X(J),
(2) Stationarity. The distribution of X(I) depends only on |I| and
equals m|I|,
(3) Free increments. For a family {I1, I2, ..., In} of disjoint inter-
vals, the corresponding family of operators {X(I1), X(I2), ..., X(In)} is
freely independent.
We denote X(t)=X([0, t)) and say that X is a free stochastic measure with
distribution m. Note that X(0)=0.
Lemma 1. Let X be a free stochastic measure with distribution m.
(1) The function tWX(t) is continuous in Ln(A, j) for all n <..
(2) Suppose all the free cumulants of m are non-negative (see Section 5
for further use of this assumption). Under this condition, the function
tWX(t) is not continuous in L.(A, j) unless X is the free Brownian
motion.
Proof. For part (1), by stationarity, it suffices to prove that
lim
tQ 0
||Xt ||n=0.
Since the result is to be proven for all n, it suffices to do so for all even integer
n. Moreover, the statement is not about the stochastic measure but about its
distributions mt. Namely, what needs to be shown is that lim tQ 0 n` mn(t)=0.
Indeed,
mn(t)= C
p ¥NC(n)
Rpt |p|=trn+o(t).
Thus n` mn(t)= n` rn n` t+o( n` t)Q 0 as tQ 0.
Under the positivity assumption on the free cumulants,
lim sup
tQ 0+
||Xt ||=lim sup
tQ 0+
lim
nQ.
||Xt ||n \ lim sup
nQ.
n` |rn |.
This is 0 iff the radius of convergence of the power series defining R is
infinite, in other words if R is analytic in the complex plane. But the only
functions that are entire, map C+ into C+ and satisfy F(z¯)=F(z) are of the
form F(z)=az+b, and these are the R-transforms of non-scaled, non-
centered semicircular distributions. L
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Definition 2. A stochastic measure is adapted to the filtration
{At}t ¥ [0,.) of A if
(1) I … [0, t)SX(I) ¥At,
(2) I 5 [0, t)=”SAt and X(I) are freely independent.
From now on, we fix an adapted free stochastic measure X with distribu-
tion m.
Definition 3. Let I=[a, b) … [0,.). Let X (N)i =X([a+i−1N (b−a),
a+ iN (b−a))), for 1 [N, 1 [ i [N. Then we define the kth diagonal
measure of X by
Dk(I)= lim
NQ.
C
N
i=1
(X(N)i )
k,
where the limit is in the operator norm. The limit exists by the results in
Section 6 of [1]. As before, denote Dk(t)=Dk([0, t)).
Lemma 2. If X is an adapted free stochastic measure then so is Dk.
Proof. See Corollary 9 of [2]. L
The distribution of Dk is determined by the following result:
Lemma 3. The free cumulants of the kth diagonal measure of the process
are given by
rn(Dk(t))=trnk.
In particular, j[Dk(t)]=trk.
Proof. See Theorem 2 of [1]. L
Lemma 4. Let {Zj}
n
j=0 be freely independent from the process {X(t)}.
For a collection of indices {u(1), u(2), ..., u(n)}, denote Y (j)=Du(j). Using
the notation in Definition 3 (omitting the dependence on N),
lim
NQ.
C
N
i=1
Z0Y
(1)
i Z1Y
(2)
i · · ·Y
(n)
i Zn
=Z0j[Z1] · · ·j[Zn−1](D;nj=1 u(j)(I)) Zn.
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Proof. Corollary 14 of [1] provides this result for all Y (j)=X. The
proof of that corollary immediately generalizes to show that the above limit
is equal to
Z0j[Z1] · · ·j[Zn−1] 1 lim
NQ.
C
N
i=1
Y (1)i Y
(2)
i · · ·Y
(n)
i
2 Zn.
But Lemma 11 of [2] states that
D(Du(1), Du(2), ..., Du(n))=D;nj=1 u(j).
The result follows. L
3. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS
The definition of the stochastic integral proceeds in the usual way: first we
define it for simple processes, and then extend it to L2 processes using the Itô
isometry. Actually, the objects we will be integrating are biprocesses.
Biprocesses. A biprocess is a measurable map [0,.)QA éAop. Here
Aop is the opposite algebra of A, and a priori é denotes the algebraic
tensor product of algebras. A simple biprocess is piecewise constant and is
0 outside of a finite interval. Equivalently, simple biprocesses are spanned
by all A é B1[a, b) for A, B ¥A and 1[a, b) the characteristic function of the
interval. A biprocess U is adapted if U(t) ¥At éAopt for all t. Denote the
space of all simple adapted biprocesses by B; it is spanned by all
A é B1[a, b) as above with A, B ¥Aa. Throughout, we will only consider the
integration of adapted biprocesses. Note that the property of being adapted
has a stronger meaning for a stochastic measure than for a biprocess.
Let U ¥A éAop. Denote by ||U||.=||U|| the operator norm of U in the
von Neumann algebra tensor product (A, j) é (Aop, j)=L.(A éAop,
j é j). Denote by O · , ·P the inner product in L2(A éAop, j é j), given
on elementary tensors by OA é B, C é DP=j[CgA] j[BDg]. Denote by
|| · ||2 the corresponding norm on A éAop. Define a new involution on
A éAop by its action on elementary tensors: (A é B)g=Bg é Ag, and
extend by linearity. Note that || · ||. is not a Cg-norm for this involution,
but ||U||=||Ug||.
For a biprocess, we will use the notation || ||U||p ||q for q` >.0 ||U(s)||qp ds,
including || ||U||p ||.=sups ¥ [0,.) ||U(s)||p. Denote by Bp the completion of B
with respect to the norm || || · ||. ||p and by B2Œ the completion of B with
respect to the norm || || · ||2 ||2. Note that B. does not consist of all bounded
adapted biprocesses, but only of those that converge to 0 (in norm) as time
goes to infinity.
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Notation. (1) Let Ä denote the left bimodule action Ä: (A éAop)×
AQA. Also, for k \ 1, 1 [ i [ k define the right bimodule action Äk, i:
Ak+1×(A éAop)QAk+1 as follows. For U ¥A éAop, ·Äk, iU is the right
multiplication by 1é (i−1) é U é 1é (k+1−i) in A é i éAop éAé (k−i). Note
that for a fixed k and different i, the actions Äk, i commute. Denote Ämk:
Aé (k+1)×(A éA)é kQAé (k+1) the right action
Ämk(U1, U2, ..., Uk)=Äk, 1U1 Äk, 2U2 · · · Äk, kUk.
For convenience, write m1(U) simply as U. Note that for U, V ¥A éAop,
the two definitions of UÄV are consistent: for A ¥A, UÄ(VÄA)=
(UÄV)ÄA=(UÄm1(V))ÄA.
(2) For k \ 2, define the contractions jk:Aé kQA éAop by jk=
I é jé (k−2) é I.
(3) Finally, denoteUé2V=j3[1é 3Äm2(U, V)]=j3[(Ué1)(1éV)].
Free Difference Quotient. Let C[x] be the algebra of complex polyno-
mials in an indeterminate x. Define the canonical derivation “: C[x]Q
C[x] é C[x] by the requirement that “(1)=0, “(x)=1é 1. If we identify
C[x] é C[x] with COx, yP, then “f(x, y)=f(x)−f(y)x−y . Moreover, define
the maps “k: C[x]Q C[x]é (k+1) by “k=k(1 é · · · é 1 é “) “k−1. More
explicitly, on monomials their action is
“kxn=k! C
u(0), u(1), ..., u(k) \ 0
u(0)+u(1)+· · ·+u(k)=n−k
xu(0) é xu(1) é · · · é xu(k).
The derivation property of “ implies the following property of “k.
Lemma 5. For any polynomial p,
“k(p(x) x)=(1é · · · é 1 é x) “k(p(x))+k “k−1(p(x)) é 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction. The property clearly holds for k=0.
Assuming it for k−1,
“k(p(x) x)=k(1 é · · · é 1 é “)(“k−1(p(x) x))
=k(1 é · · · é 1 é “)((1 é · · · é 1 é x) “k−1(p(x))
+(k−1) “k−2(p(x)) é 1)
=(1 é · · · é 1 é x) “k(p(x))+k “k−1(p(x)) é 1
since “(1)=0. L
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In what follows, whenever no confusion arises we will frequently abuse
notation by writing “k(p)(M) or “k(p(M)) in place of “k(p)(M, M, ..., M).
Definition 4. For an adapted free stochastic measure X and a simple
adapted biprocess U, we define the stochastic integral >.0 U(s)ÄdX(s) by
the rule that if U=A é B1[a, b), then
F.
0
U(s)ÄdX(s)=A(X(b)−X(a)) B,
and extend by linearity. Denote
F t2
t1
U(s)ÄdX(s)=F.
0
(U(s) 1[t1, t2)(s))ÄdX(s).
Note that (>.0 U(s)ÄdX(s))g=>.0 Ug(s)ÄdX(s). Also, we will often omit
the variable of integration and the limits and write simply > UÄdX for
>.0 U(s)ÄdX(s). Whenever we denote by M the integral >.0 U(s)ÄdX(s)
we will denote byM(t) the integral > t0 U(s)ÄdX(s). Clearly the processM(t)
is adapted.
3.1. Extension toL2
In this section we extend the stochastic integral map to adapted biprocesses
which are square-integrable in a particular sense.
Definition 5. Denote by m the multiplication map A éAopQA. Let
U be a simple adapted biprocess. For a ¥ R+, define the norm
||U|| −2, a==F.
0
||U(s)||22 ds+a >F.
0
m(U(s)) ds>
2
.
Denote byB2, a2 the completion ofBwith respect to this norm.
Proposition 6. If the process X is centered (that is, for all t, m1(t)=
0=r1 and j[X(t)]=0), then the stochastic integral map is an isometry from
(B, || || · ||2 ||2) to L2(A, j). Therefore for generalX, the stochastic integral map
can be continuously extended to a contraction fromB2, |r1|2 toL
2(A, j).
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Proof. First suppose that the process X is centered. For V, U ¥B,
let L=>.0 V(s)ÄdX(s), M=>.0 U(s)ÄdX(s). We may assume that V=
A é B1[a, b), U=C é D1[c, d). Then
j[LMg]=j[A(X(b)−X(a)) BDg(X(d)−X(c)) Cg].
We may further assume that the intervals [a, b), [c, d) are either disjoint or
the same. In the first case, say with c \ b, {A, B, C, D, (X(b)−X(a))} are
freely independent from (X(d)−X(c)), and (X(d)−X(c)) is centered, so
j[LMg]=j[A(X(b)−X(a)) BDgCg] j[X(d)−X(c)]=0.
In the second case, {A, B, C, D} are freely independent from (X(b)−X(a)),
and (X(b)−X(a)) is centered, so
j[LMg]=j[CgA] j[BDg] j[(X(b)−X(a))2]=j[CgA] j[BDg](b−a)2
since r2=1. Therefore
j[LMg]=|[a, b) 5 [c, d)| j[CgA] j[BDg]=F.
0
OV(s), U(s)P ds.
Both sides are linear in U, V, so the equality holds for arbitrary simple
adapted biprocesses. The first conclusion follows.
For X that is not necessarily centered, we may decompose X(t)=
r1t+XŒ(t), with XŒ centered. For U ¥B,
F.
0
U(s)ÄdX(s)=F.
0
U(s)ÄdXŒ(s)+r1 F
.
0
m(U(s)) ds, (5)
and so
>F.
0
U(s)ÄdX(s)>
2
[ >F.
0
U(s)ÄdXŒ(s)>
2
+|r1 | >F.
0
m(U(s)) ds>
2
=||||U||2 ||2+|r1 | >F.
0
m(U(s)) ds>
2
=||U|| −2, |r1|.
Therefore the stochastic integral map is a contraction from (B, || · || −2, |r1|) to
L2(A, j). L
Lemma 7. For U ¥B2, |r1|2 such that sup0 [ s [ t ||m(U(s))|| <.,
j 5F t
0
U(s)ÄdX(s)6=F t
0
j[m(U(s))] r1 ds.
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Proof. It is clear from the preceding lemma that the decomposition (5)
holds for U ¥B2, |r1|2 . For a centered process X and an adapted biprocess
U ¥B, j[> t0 U(s)ÄdX(s)]=0. The stochastic integral map is a contraction
from B2, |r1|2 to L
2(A, j) and so also to L1(A, j), therefore this integral is 0
also for U ¥B2, |r1|2 . Finally, since j is normal, the hypotheses imply that
j[> t0 m(U(s)) ds]=> t0 j[m(U(s))] ds. L
4. ITÔ FORMULAS
Proposition 8 (Itô Product Formula). Let {Uj}
J
j=1 and {Vi}
I
i=1 be two
finite collections of biprocesses in B. Let L=;Ii=1 Li,M=;Jj=1 Mj, where
Li=F
.
0
Vi(t)ÄdDi(t), Mj=F
.
0
Uj(t)ÄdDj(t).
Then
LM=C
J
j=1
F.
0
(L(t) é 1)ÄUj(t)ÄdDj(t)
+C
I
i=1
F.
0
(1 éM(t))ÄVi(t)ÄdDi(t)
+ C
I+J
m=2
C
i, j \ 1
i+j=m
F.
0
(Vi(t) é2 Uj(t))ÄdDm(t).
Proof. It suffices to show that for V, U ¥B and L=>.0 V(t)ÄdDi(t),
M=>.0 U(t)ÄdDj(t),
LM=F.
0
(L(t) é 1)ÄU(t)ÄdDj(t)
+F.
0
(1 éM(t))ÄV(t)ÄdDi(t)
+F.
0
(V(t) é2 U(t))ÄdDi+j(t). (6)
Since the stochastic integral map is linear and each D is stationary, we may
in fact assume that V=A é B1[0, a) and either U=C é D1[a, b) or U=
C é D1[0, a). In the first case it is easy to see that both sides of (6) are equal
to ADi(a) BC(Dj(b)−Dj(a)) D.
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In the second case, the statement to be proven is
ADi(a) BCDj(a) D=F
.
0
(ADi(t) BC é D1[0, a)(t))ÄdDj(t)
+F.
0
(A é BCDj(t) D1[0, a)(t))ÄdDi(t)
+F.
0
(A é Dj[BC] 1[0, a)(t))ÄdDi+j(t).
Denote Ik=[a
k−1
N , a
k
N) for 1 [ k [N. Then
ADi(a) BCDj(a) D
= C
N
k, l=1
ADi(Ik) BCDj(Il) D
=C
N
l=1
C
l−1
k=1
ADi(Ik) BCDj(Il) D+C
N
k=1
C
k−1
l=1
ADi(Ik) BCDj(Il) D
+C
N
k=1
ADi(Ik) BCDj(Ik) D
=C
N
k=1
ADi 1a k−1N 2 BCDj(Ik) D+C
N
k=1
ADi(Ik) BCDj 1a k−1N 2 D
+C
N
k=1
ADi(Ik) BCDj(Ik) D.
The operator norm limit of the third term is Aj[BC] Di+j(a) D by Lemma 4.
Now consider the first term. It can be written as >.0 WN(s)ÄdDj(s), with
WN(s)=C
N
k=1
ADi 1a k−1N 2 BC é D1Ik (s).
For s ¥ Ik, by the proof of Lemma 1, ||Di(s)−Di(a k−1N )||2=O(
1
`N
) uniformly
in k. Therefore WN converges to (ADiBC é D1[0, a)) in the 2-norm. We also
need to show that
>F.
0
m(WN(s)−(ADiBC é D1[0, a)(s))) ds>
2
Q 0,
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that is,
j 5 CN
k, l=1
A 1F
Ik
Di 15a k−1N , s22 ds2 BCD
×(BCD)g 1F
Il
Di 15a l−1N , t22 dt2 Ag6
converges to 0 as NQ.. Using the fact that U, V are adapted, and so
{A, B, C, D} are freely independent from the increments of Di, it suffices to
show the same for
j 51 CN
k=1
F
Ik
Di 15a k−1N , s22 ds2n6
for n=1, 2. Using Lemma 3 and the fact that Di is a stochastic measure
with freely independent increments, the conclusion easily follows. For
example,
j 5 CN
k=1
1F
Ik
Di 15a k−1N , s22 ds226
=C
N
k=1
2 FF
(s, t) ¥ Ik ×Ik
s < t
1j 5Di 15a k−1N , s2226
+j 5Di 15a k−1N , s22 Di([s, t))62 ds dt
=C
N
k=1
2 FF
(s, t) ¥ Ik ×Ik
s < t
1 r2i 1 s−a k−1N 2+r2i 1 s−a k−1N 22
+r2i 1 s−a k−1N 2 (t−s)2 ds dt,
and it remains to note that >Ik (s−a k−1N )n ds=O( 1Nn+1).
The previous two properties imply the L2-convergence of integrals
F.
0
WN(s)ÄdDj(s)Q F
.
0
(ADi(s) BC é D1[0, a)(s))ÄdDj(s)
by Proposition 6. The argument for the second term is similar. L
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Theorem 9. Let M=;Km=1 >.0 Um ÄdDm with {Ui} …B, and p be a
polynomial. Then
p(M)= C
.
m=1
C
m
k=1
F.
0
1
k!
jk+1[“k(p)(M)ÄS(m, k)]ÄdDm, (7)
where
ÄS(m, k)= C
u(1), u(2), ..., u(k) \ 1
u(1)+u(2)+· · ·+u(k)=m
Ämk(Uu(1), Uu(2), ..., Uu(k)).
Proof. It suffices to prove the formula for a monomial p(x)=xn. Note
that in this case the only non-zero terms on the right-hand-side of (7) are
for k [ n, m [ nK, so the sum has finitely many terms. We proceed by
induction on n. Denote by Um, n the coefficients in the expansion
1 CK
m=1
F.
0
Um ÄdDm 2n= CnK
m=1
F.
0
Um, n ÄdDm.
Using Proposition 8 with L=Mn, we know that
Um, n+1=(Mn é 1)ÄUm+(1 éM)ÄUm, n+ C
i, j \ 1
i+j=m
Ui, n é2 Uj, (8)
and we need to show that
Um, n=C
m
k=1
1
k!
jk+1[“kMnÄS(m, k)]
satisfy these equations. Indeed, by Lemma 5,
C
m
k=1
1
k!
jk+1[“k(Mn+1)ÄS(m, k)]
=C
m
k=1
1
k!
jk+1[((1 é · · · éM) “k(Mn)+k “k−1(Mn) é 1)ÄS(m, k)]
=(1 éM)ÄUm, n+C
m
k=1
1
(k−1)!
jk+1[(“k−1(Mn) é 1)ÄS(m, k)]
=(1 éM)ÄUm, n+(Mn é 1)ÄS(m, 1)
+C
m−1
k=1
1
k!
jk+2[(“k(Mn) é 1)ÄS(m, k+1)] (9)
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for m > 1. The latter sum, in turn, can be decomposed as
C
m−1
k=1
1
k!
jk+2 5(“k(Mn) é 1) Ä C
u(1), ..., u(k+1) \ 1
u(1)+· · ·+u(k+1)=m
mk+1(Uu(1), ..., Uu(k+1))6
=C
m−1
k=1
1
k!
jk+2 5 C
j \ 1, i \ k,
i+j=m
(“k(Mn) é 1)
Ä C
u(1), u(2), ..., u(k) \ 1
u(1)+u(2)+· · ·+u(k)=i
mk+1(Uu(1), Uu(2), ..., Uu(k), Uj)6
= C
i, j \ 1
i+j=m
j3 51é 3Äm21 Ci
k=1
1
k!
jk+15“k(Mn)
Ä C
u(1), u(2), ..., u(k) \ 1
u(1)+u(2)+· · ·+u(k)=i
mk(Uu(1), Uu(2), ..., Uu(k))6 , Uj 26
= C
i, j \ 1
i+j=m
j3 51é 3Äm2 1 Ci
k=1
1
k!
jk+1[“k(Mn)ÄS(i, k)], Uj 26
= C
i, j \ 1
i+j=m
1 Ci
k=1
1
k!
jk+1[“k(Mn)ÄS(i, k)]2 é2 Uj
= C
i, j \ 1
i+j=m
Ui, n é2 Uj.
Putting this term back into Eq. (9), we obtain formula (8). L
Corollary 10 (Functional Itô Formula). For U ¥B, M=> UÄdX,
the formula simplifies to
p 1F UÄdX2=C.
k=1
F 1
k!
jk+1[“k(p)(M)Ämk(U, U, ..., U)]ÄdDk.
Remark 1. There is a similar formula for the independence-based
probability involving the usual derivatives of p. It does not seem to appear
in the standard probability textbooks, but cf. [7].
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Remark 2. Theorem 9 has the following heuristic interpretation. Denote
Dk=(dX)k. ForM as in the theorem, dM=;.m=1 UmÄ(dX)m. Then
d(p(M))=p(M+dM)−p(M)=C
.
k=1
1
k!
“k(p)(M)Ämk(dM, dM, ..., dM),
where in this context ‘‘Ämk(dM, dM, ..., dM)’’ means ‘‘put dM in place of
each é and multiply through.’’ The theorem then follows from Lemma 4,
which says in this language that
Z0(dX)u(1) Z1(dX)u(2) · · · (dX)u(k) Zk
=Z0j[Z1] · · ·j[Zk−1](dX) ;
k
j=1 u(j) Zk
=jk+1[Z0 é Z1 é · · · é Zk]Ä(dX) ;
k
j=1 u(j).
Proposition 11. Let Vi ¥B,Mi=> Vi ÄdX for 1 [ i [ n. Then
D
n
i=1
Mi=C
n
k=1
F jk+1 5 C
1 [ u(1) < · · · < u(k) [ n
(M1M2 · · ·Mu(1)−1
éMu(1)+1 · · ·Mu(2)−1 é · · ·Mu(k)+1 · · ·Mn)
Ämk(Vu(1), Vu(2), ..., Vu(k))6 ÄdDk.
Proof. This is a slight generalization of Corollary 10; the proof
proceeds as in Theorem 9. L
Corollary 12. Even more particularly,
p(X(t))=C
.
k=1
F t
0
1
k!
jk+1[“k(p)(X(s))]ÄdDk(s).
Proof. The biprocess 1[0, t)1 é 1 is simple. L
5. EXTENSION TO L.
Let U be a scalar-valued biprocess, U=1[0, e). Then M=> UÄdX=X(e)
and so ||M||=||me ||. This does not go to 0 in the operator norm as eQ 0. So
the stochastic integral map, considered as a map into L.(A, j), is in
general not continuous in the norm || ||U||. ||2, unlike in the free Brownian
motion case. On the other hand, this suggests the use of the norm || ||U||. ||..
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Throughout this section, assume that all free cumulants ri of m are non-
negative. Such measures include the semicircular distribution and the free
Poisson distribution. More generally, any compactly supported freely infi-
nitely divisible distribution with non-negative mean and free Lévy distribu-
tion with non-negative moments has this property; in particular, this is true
if the distribution is symmetric. Note that this condition does not imply
that the corresponding operators are positive.
Definition 6. Let f ¥ L.−(R+, dx)=4n \ 1 Ln(R+, dx). Define, for n
even,
||f||n, m= n= C
p ¥NC(n)
D
Bi ¥ p
r|Bi| ||f||
|Bi|
|Bi|
and
||f||., m=lim sup
nQ.
||f||n, m.
Let Bn, m, for n even or ., be the completion of B with respect to the norm
|| || · ||. ||n, m.
Proposition 13. || || · ||. ||n, m is indeed a norm.
Theorem 14. Let U ¥B,M=>.0 U(s)ÄdX(s). Then for even n,
>F.
0
U(s)ÄdX(s)>
n
[ || ||U||. ||n, m.
Therefore the stochastic integral map can be continuously extended to a
contraction from Bn, m to Ln(A, j), and from B., m to L.(A, j).
Remark 3. ||U|| −2, r1 [ || ||U||. ||2, m. Therefore B
2, m …B2, r12 .
We first prove the theorem in the scalar case, when the inequality is in
fact an equality. Note that in this case the non-negativity of the free
cumulants is not necessary.
Proposition 15. Let f be a simple positive function, and M be the
integral >.0 f(s) dX(s). Then the distribution of M is the unique probability
measure n determined by rk(n)=rk(m) ||f||
k
k. In particular, for even n,
||M||n= n` j[Mn]= n` mn(n)=||f||n, m.
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Proof. Denote M(t)=> t0 f(s) dX(s). Since f is simple, M=M(t) for t
large enough, so it suffices to prove the proposition for finite t. That is, we
need to show that the distribution of M(t) is the unique probability
measure nt determined by rk(nt)=rk(m) ||f1[0, t) ||
k
k. By Corollary 10 and
Lemma 7,
j[M(t)n]=F t
0
C
n
k=1
C
u(1), ..., u(k) \ 0
u(1)+· · ·+u(k)=n−k
(u(1)+1) j[M(s)u(1)] · · ·j[M(s)u(k)]
×f(s)k rk ds. (10)
In terms of generating functions, Eq. (10) corresponds to the differential
equation
“tGM(t)(z)+“zGM(t)(z) f(t) R(f(t) GM(t)(z))=0, (11)
where “z, “t are the usual partial derivatives, GA(z)=j[(z−A)−1] is the
Cauchy transform of the distribution of A, and R is the R-transform of m.
See more on this in Section 5.2.
But Gnt is a solution to Eq. (11), with the same initial conditions. Indeed,
that equation can be obtained by the same method as the original
quasi-linear equation in [10]. Namely, start with the equation
Gnt 11z+Rnt (z)2=z,
where Rnt (z)=;.k=1 rk(||f1[0, t) ||kk) zk−1 is an absolutely convergent power
series for |z| < 1. Differentiating it with respect to t, we obtain
“tGnt 11z+Rnt (z)2+“zGnt 11z+Rnt (z)2 “tRnt (z)=0. (12)
But “tRnt (z)=;.k=1 rkf(t)k zk−1=f(t) R(f(t) z). SubstitutingGnt (z) for z in
Eq. (12), we obtain Eq. (11). A posteriori, nt is the distribution of M(t) and
therefore a positive measure. SinceM(t) is bounded, its free cumulants deter-
mine a unique probability distribution. The same holds forM and its distribu-
tion n. FromEq. (4) andDefinition 5, for even n, n` mn(n)=||f||n, m. L
Remark 4. The origin of the above proposition is in the combinatorial
formulas of [1, 2]. Also, the following heuristic argument should de-mystify
the result. We note that since f is a scalar-valued function, > t0 f(s) dX(s) is a
process with freely independent increments. Also, since the R-transform of a
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sum of freely independent variables is a sum of the R-transforms, heuristi-
cally, the same should be true for the integral. Denote by Dc the dilation
operator, Dcn( · )=n(c−1 · ). Then by stationarity,
C
.
k=1
rk 1F
R+
f(s) dX(s)2 zk−1=R(>R+ f(s) dX(s))(z)=FR+ R(f(s) dX(s))(z)
=F
R+
RDf(s)m(z) ds=F
R+
f(s) Rm(f(s) z) ds
=F
R+
C
.
k=1
rkf(s)k zk−1 ds=C
.
k=1
(rk ||f||
k
k) z
k−1.
Corollary 16. Whenever ||f||., m <., the lim sup that defines it is in
fact a limit, which equals to ||>.0 f(s) dX(s)||.
Proof of Proposition 13. ||f||n, m is the nth root of a homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree n, with positive coefficients, in various p-norms of f, with
no constant term. Therefore it is homogeneous, and 0 only at 0.
Now we prove the triangle inequality. First take two functions f \ g \ 0
in L.−. Since all the free cumulants rk are non-negative, rk ||f||
k
k \ rk ||g||kk,
and so ||>.0 f(s) dX(s)||n \ ||>.0 g(s) dX(s)||n.
Now let U, V be simple biprocesses. Applying the above argument to f(s)
=||U(s)||+||V(s)||, g(s)=||U(s)+V(s)|| and using the triangle inequality for
|| · ||n,
|| ||U+V||. ||n, m=>F.
0
||U(s)+V(s)||. dX(s)>
n
[ >F.
0
(||U(s)||.+||V(s)||.) dX(s)>
n
[ >F.
0
||U(s)||. dX(s)>
n
+>F.
0
||V(s)||. dX(s)>
n
=||||U||. ||n, m+||||V||. ||n, m.
By approximation, || || · ||. ||n, m is a norm on Bp, m. For n=., the triangle
inequality and homogeneity follow by the limiting procedure, and for a
non-negative function f, ||f||., m=||>.0 f(s) dX(s)||=0 iff f=0. L
Lemma 17. For 1 [ i [ n, let Vi ¥B, Mi=>.0 Vi(s)ÄdX(s), Li=
>.0 ||Vi(s)|| dX(s). Then
|j[M1M2 · · ·Mn]| [ j[L1L2 · · ·Ln].
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Proof. We do this by induction. For n=1, by Lemma 7
:j 5F.
0
V(s)ÄdX(s)6 :=r1 :F.
0
j[m(V(s))] ds : [ r1 F.
0
||m(V(s))|| ds
[ r1 F
.
0
||V(s)|| ds=j 5F.
0
||V(s)|| dX6 .
By Proposition 11 and Lemma 7, omitting the dependence on s in the notation,
:j 5Dn
i=1
Mi6 :=: Cn
k=1
F.
0
j 5m 1jk+1 5 C
1 [ u(1) < · · · < u(k) [ n
(M1M2 · · ·Mu(1)−1
éMu(1)+1 · · ·Mu(2)−1 é · · ·Mu(k)+1 · · ·Mn)
Ämk(Vu(1), Vu(2), ..., Vu(k))626 rk ds :
[ C
n
k=1
F.
0
C
1 [ u(1) < · · · < u(k) [ n
|j[M1M2 · · ·Mu(1)−1Mu(k)+1 · · ·Mn]|
× |j[Mu(1)+1 · · ·Mu(2)−1]| · · · |j[Mu(k−1)+1 · · ·Mu(k)−1]|
×D
k
j=1
||Vu(j) || rk ds.
By induction, this expression does not exceed
C
n
k=1
F.
0
C
1 [ u(1) < · · · < u(k) [ n
j[L1L2 · · ·Lu(1)−1Lu(k)+1 · · ·Ln]
×j[Lu(1)+1 · · ·Lu(2)−1] · · ·j[Lu(k−1)+1 · · ·Lu(k)−1] D
k
j=1
||Vu(j) || rk ds
=j 5Dn
i=1
Li6 ,
where in the last equality we have applied Proposition 11 to {Li}. L
Proof of Theorem 14. Let L=>.0 ||U(s)|| dX(s). Note that for U ¥B,
sW ||U(s)|| is a simple positive function. Apply Lemma 17 to Mi=M for i
odd,Mi=Mg for i even. We get
|j[|M|2n]| [ j[L2n]=|| ||U||. ||2n2n, m,
where in the second equality we have used Proposition 15. The result for
n=. follows, as does the statement about the stochastic integral map. L
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Example 1. Ifm is the semicircular distribution, then ||f||2n, m=2n` cn ||f||
2n
2
=2n` cn ||f||2 (where cn’s are the Catalan numbers) and so ||f||., m=2 ||f||2.
In this case rk(n)=dk2 ||f||
2
2, and so n=m||f||22 . So ||UÄdX|| [ 2 || ||U||. ||2. So
in this case we recover Theorem 3.2.1 of [4], in fact with a slightly better
constant, which by our results is optimal.
Example 2. If f(t)=1[a, a+e) and m is arbitrary, then rk(n)=rke, and so
n=me, ||f||., m=||me ||. In particular, ||> t0 UÄdX|| [ || ||U||. ||. ||mt ||.
Corollary 18. If || ||U||. ||k < C for all k [ n, then
>F UÄdX>
n
[ || ||U||. ||n, m [ C n` mn(m).
5.1. More on the Itô Formulas
Next we extend the product and the functional Itô formulas to bipro-
cesses in B., m.
The following is a very preliminary form of the lower bound in the free
Burkholder–Davis–Gundy inequality.
Lemma 19. Denote by mk the distribution of Dk. Then for simple f and n
even or .,
||f||n, mk [ || |f|1/k||knk, m.
Proof. Denote by nk the distribution of >.0 f(s) dDk(s). Then by Proposi-
tion 15 and Lemma 3, ri(nk)=rik ||f||
i
i. For NC(n) the lattice of noncrossing
set partitions of the set {0, 1, ..., (n−1)}, define the injection F: NC(n)Q
NC(nk) by i ’F(p) jZ [ ik] ’
p [jk], with [ · ] denoting the integer part of a real
number. Then
D
B ¥ p
r|B| k ||f||
|B|
|B|=D
B ¥ p
r|B| k F
.
0
|f| |B| (s) ds
= D
B ¥ F(p)
r|B| F
.
0
|f| |B|/k (s) ds= D
B ¥ F(p)
r|B| || |f|1/k ||
|B|
|B|.
It follows that since all the free cumulants of m are non-negative,
C
p ¥NC(n)
D
B ¥ p
r|B| k ||f||
|B|
|B| [ C
s ¥NC(nk)
D
B ¥ s
r|B| || |f|1/k ||
|B|
|B|.
Therefore by Definition 5 and Lemma 3, ||f||n, mk [ || |f|1/k ||knk, m. In particu-
lar, ||f||., mk [ || |f|1/k ||k., m. L
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Proposition 20. Let {Uj}
.
j=1 and {Vi}
.
i=1 be two collections of bipro-
cesses in B., m, with ;.j=1 || ||Uj ||1/j. || j., m <., ;.i=1 || ||Vi ||1/i. || i., m <.. Let L=
;.i=1 Li, M=;.j=1 Mj, where Li=>.0 Vi(t)ÄdDi(t), Mj=>.0 Uj(t)ÄdDj(t).
Then
LM=C
.
j=1
F.
0
(L(t) é 1)ÄUj(t)ÄdDj(t)
+C
.
i=1
F.
0
(1 éM(t))ÄVi(t)ÄdDi(t)
+ C
.
m=2
C
i, j \ 1
i+j=m
F.
0
(Vi(t) é2 Uj(t))ÄdDm(t). (13)
Proof. First assume Ui, Vj ¥B. Combining Theorem 14 and Lemma 19,
>F.
0
Uj(t)ÄdDj(t)> [ || ||Uj ||. ||., mj [ || ||Uj ||1/j. || j., m,
so by hypothesis the series definingM and L converge absolutely. Also,
>F.
0
(Li(s) é 1)ÄUj(t)ÄdDj(t)> [ ||Li || >F.
0
Uj(t)ÄdDj(t)>
[ || ||Vi ||1/i. || i., m || ||Uj ||1/j. || j., m.
Finally, by Proposition 8,
LiMj=F
.
0
(Li(t) é 1)ÄUj(t)ÄdDj(t)+F
.
0
(1 éMj(t))ÄVi(t)ÄdDi(t)
+F.
0
(Vi(t) é2 Uj(t))ÄdDi+j(t),
which implies that
>F.
0
(Vi(t) é2 Uj(t))ÄdDi+j(t)> [ ||LiMj ||+>F.
0
(Li(t) é 1)ÄUj(t)ÄdDj(t)>
+>F.
0
(1 éMj(t))ÄVi(t)ÄdDi(t)>
[ 3 || ||Vi ||1/i. || i., m || ||Uj ||1/j. || j., m.
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So the sums on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) converge absolutely as well.
The formula holds for finitely many Uj, Vi ¥B, and since both sides of that
equation are continuous, the formula can be extended to B., m. L
Proposition 21. Let U ¥B., m, M=>.0 U(s)ÄdX(s). Let p(x)=
;.n=1 anxn, with the series absolutely convergent for |x| < R, with R >
2 || ||U||. ||., m. Then
p 1F.
0
UÄdX2=C.
k=1
F.
0
1
k!
jk+1[“k(p)(M)Ämk(U, U, ..., U)]ÄdDk. (14)
Proof. Let “k(p)=;.n=1 an“k(xn), taken a priory as a formal power
series. Assume that U ¥B. By Theorem 14,
>F.
0
1
k!
jk+1[“k(xn)(M(s))Äm(U(s))]ÄdDk(s)>
[ 1n
k
2 >F.
0
||M(s)||n−k ||U(s)||k dDk(s)>
[ 1n
k
2 || ||U||. ||n−k., m || ||U||. ||k., m
=1n
k
2 || ||U||. ||n., m.
For || ||U||. ||., m < R/2,
C
.
n=0
C
.
k=1
|an | 1nk2 || ||U||. ||n., m [ C
.
n=0
|an | (2 || ||U||. ||., m)n <..
Therefore the sum on the right-hand-side of Eq. (14) converges absolutely.
By Corollary 10 and continuity, the formula holds also for U ¥B., m. L
5.2. The Resolvent
The function f(x)=(z−x)−1=;.k=0 z−(k+1)xk is analytic in x for
|x| < |z|. Denote by R the resolvent function,
RA(z)=(z−A)−1.
It has the following nice behavior with respect to the derivation “:
“RA(z)=RA(z) éRA(z),
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and more generally
“kRA(z)=k! RA(z)é (k+1).
See [11] for much deeper analysis of this property. For the resolvent,
Proposition 21 reads
RM(t)(z)=C
m
k=1
F t
0
jk+1[RM(s)(z)é (k+1) Äm(U, U, ..., U)]ÄdDk(s)
for 2 || ||U||. ||. ||mt || < |z| (by Example 2). The appropriate modification of
Corollary 12 reads, for 2 ||mt || < |z|,
RX(t)(z)=C
.
k=1
F t
0
jk+1[RX(s)(z)é (k+1)]ÄdDk(s)
=C
.
k=1
F t
0
GX(s)(z)k−1 RX(s)(z) dDk(s) RX(s)(z). (15)
Here GX(t)(z)=j[RX(t)(z)] is the Cauchy transform of the distribution mt
of X(t).
Evaluating j on both sides of Eq. (15), we obtain by Lemma 3 and
Lemma 7
0=GX(t)(z)+C
.
k=1
rk F
t
0
GX(s)(z)k−1 “zGX(s)(z) ds
=GX(t)(z)+F
t
0
R(GX(s)(z)) “zGX(s)(z) ds.
This is the well-known quasi-linear equation for GX(t) in an integrated form.
Remark 5. This is a manifestation of a more general fact. It appears
that a number of the combinatorial properties of free independence can be
expressed on the level of operators, with partition-dependent stochastic
measures of [1] replacing the scalar-valued R-transforms. The scalar iden-
tities are then obtained by taking the expectations with respect to the trace
j. We may say more about this topic elsewhere.
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